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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Over the past year, Cell C and 8ta have disrupted the SA mobile 
market by introducing aggressively priced data and voice offerings.  
These come against a backdrop of an implicit duopoly in the local 
industry that is protected by a strong ‘network effect’. Initially 
supported by high termination rates, high voice prices are now 
justified through marketing and advertising spend at least three 
times that of Cell C. This has created information asymmetry in the 
minds of the consumer who infer a premium to the value of the very 
products whose pricing he/she is failing to decode.   By branding a 
commodity (a voice minute), the ‘smoke and mirrors’ has helped 
counter the need to immediately match the more transparent voice 
pricing introduced by Cell C.  As a result, a full-blown price war has 
not yet developed within the mobile voice segment. 

Mobile data however is a different story.  Larger operators are 
already matching Cell C and 8ta’s aggressive and transparent deals.  
Absence of the “network effect” in the data segment makes it easier 
for Cell C and 8ta to compete directly on the basis of price.  As the 
World Wide Web is not the preserve of any one player, and cannot 
be defended through interconnect fees, it is highly susceptible to 
price.  Thus, prices have dropped as much a 60% from the standard 
rate over the past few months in some cases.   

Our view is that transparency in pricing will eventually cause the 
consumer to gravitate towards the lowest-priced offer in the market 
both for voice and data.  As Cell C and 8ta take advantage of falling 
legislated termination rates, the network effect in voice will 
continue to weaken.  This materially increases uncertainty for MTN 
and Vodacom’s investment case.  One of the world’s greatest 
investors, Bill Miller of Legg Mason said that: "I often remind our 
analysts that 100% of the information you have about a company 
represents the past, and 100% of a stock's valuation depends on the 
future."  We think that current record-high market valuation does 
not sufficiently reflect the potential negative impact of these 
developments. 
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SA MOBILE TELECOMS – A PRICE WAR? 

 
Industry doyen Alan Knott-Craig has certainly caused a great stir within the local mobile telephone 
industry since being appointed as CEO of Cell C.  He has aggressively taken a knife to just about every 
mobile service offering (see Figure 1 below).  This has caused larger competitors MTN and Vodacom to 
substantially increase their marketing and promotional activity and, in some cases, even match or 
under-cut Cell C’s tariffs.  We try to understand the impact of this disruptive activity on the local 
mobile industry and predict its impact.   

Figure 1 – Promotions and tariff cuts introduced by Alan Knott-Craig 

 
                                          Source: BusinessTech, ITWeb news reports 

 
Before delving into mobile tariffs, it is important to first understand the structure of the mobile 
telecoms industry in South Africa.  We believe that the structure of an industry is a key determinant of 
performance outcomes for players in the industry.  MTN and Vodacom’s first mover advantage in 
constructing extensive networks allowed them to aggregate and simultaneously intermediate users 
while setting prices in a weak regulatory environment.  We evaluate their responses to Cell C’s 
aggressive pricing within this context and try to predict the effect on industry structure.  We close with 
our view on the investment case for the local operations of these operators. 
 

Economic Moat Analysis and Rating 
 
South Africa’s mobile operators operate within a highly concentrated industry structure.  The top 2 
players have consistently controlled more than 82% of the market (in terms of subscribers) since the 
inception of the third operator.  In terms of revenue share, they control an even larger share of industry 
value as their ARPU is R120-R130 per subscriber compared to Cell C’s ~R93 and 8ta’s R63 per 
subscriber.  Figure 2 below shows the trend in industry subscriber growth versus share of the top 2 
players.   
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Figure 2 – Active subscribers and top 2 market share since entry of third operator (June, 2001) 
 

 
                                                             Source: First Avenue estimates based on published results from operators 
 

Telecom industry structures offer a natural competitive advantage to the biggest players through “the 
network effect”.  The network effect is actually a version of scale advantages except that it results in 
exponential profitability as far more revenue is generated per incremental investment.  The resulting 
value creation is captured by Metcalfe’s Law which states that the value of a network increases with 
the square number of members of the network. Another law which states “of networks, there will only 
be few” emphasizes the importance of first mover advantage.  This advantage is often so substantial 
that regulatory intervention is required to allow a new entrant to achieve a sustainable level of scale 
and profitability.  For example, asymmetric termination rates were offered to new mobile entrants in 
Spain and Ireland to enable meaningful price competition.  
 
In South Africa, price competition was hampered by the late and ineffective introduction of 
asymmetric rates.  Further, a weak interconnect regime that required voluntary compliance was duly 
ignored by incumbent operators while embraced by Cell C and 8ta as the only lever with which to 
compete. In response to market leadership on aggressive low cost calling and pricing transparency, 
incumbent operators have effectively transformed a globally commoditized product (a voice call) by 
investing heavily in building brands that create loyalty and trust amongst consumers.  This “illusion of 
premia” has created a: (i)  psychological switching cost for MTN and Vodacom’s customers, and (ii) 
barriers to entry for Cell C and 8ta.  These sources of competitive advantage (economic moats) are 
briefly explained below.   

Network Effect 

Network effects (also known as network externality or demand-side economies of scale) refer to 
phenomenon where the value of a product / service increases exponentially with the number of 
customers using the service.  An example is the online auction platform eBay where the number of 
transactions grows rapidly as more buyers and sellers are added to the network.  Within mobile 
telecoms, local players leverage this effect by offering preferential pricing to customers for calls made 
within the same network (on-net) compared to calls that terminate on another network (off-net).  The 
networks also can offer free minutes on their network which are more valuable than free minutes on 
another network due to size of subscriber base. 
 
In all likelihood, calls made by subscribers on a smaller network (e.g., 8ta) will land (terminate) in large 
population networks (e.g. MTN and Vodacom).  These calls will attract a charge for entering the 
latter’s “walled garden” (see Figure 3).  The smaller operators therefore cannot price off-net (outgoing) 
calls at a lower rate than the terminating fee.  As shown in the example in Figure 3, the termination 
charges can be higher than 50% of the actual call tariff.  High termination rates act as an artificial 
barrier to price competition by forcing a differential between on-net and off-net rates and thereby 
strengthening the network effect. 
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Figure 3 – Example of termination charge for an off-net call during peak hour 
 

 
                                                         Source: Images from iStockphoto 

 
A significant mistake made by the regulator (ICASA) was to increase termination charges prior to the 
entry of the third operator (Cell C) in SA.  In 1999, when the announcement was made of a third 
operator to be licensed, ICASA accepted a proposal by MTN and Vodacom to increase the termination 
rate by more than 500% between 1999 and 2001 (see Table 1).  The high termination rates eliminated 
the possibility of meaningful price competition due to amplification of the network effect.  Regulators 
often reduce these termination charges prior to a new entrant entering a market or even offer 
preferential (asymmetric) rates to enable competition.  In a conversation with a former President of 
Communication in Spain, he told us that this is unheard of in the telecommunications industry as most 
regulators try to assist a new entrant instead of making conditions more difficult for them.  Further, 
Cell C experienced an undulated playing field on account of the Government’s ownership of Vodacom 
(through Telkom) and MTN (through the National Empowerment Fund) while also serving as regulator 
(ICASA).     

Table 1 – Historical mobile termination rates in South Africa 

Termination Rate Per Minute Peak Off-Peak 

1994-1999 20c 10c 

2001 R1.19 65c 

2002 R1.23 73c 

2009 R1.25 73c 

2010 (voluntary reduction) 89c 73c 

2011 (mandated by ICASA) 73c 65c 

2012 (mandated by ICASA) 56c 52c 

2013 (mandated by ICASA) 40c 40c 

                             Source: First Avenue analysis, Icasa 
 
Cognizant of the weak regulatory regime, the Minister of Communication, Siphiwe Nyanda, issued a 
decree in 2010, almost 9 years after the launch of Cell C, that set new interconnect tariffs which would 
stand if industry and ICASA couldn’t find a comprise he was happy with.  An annual reduction in 
termination rates to 40c per minute through a series of cuts in 2010, 2011 and 2012 was agreed.  As 
these rates reduce, we are seeing a lower differential between on-net and off-net pricing and several 
price plans even offer one-rate for all calls.  Therefore, the smaller operators are given more room to 
compete directly on the basis of price and this is the why we have seen more price reductions by Cell C 
and 8ta. 
 
Furthermore, ICASA has also allowed Cell C to apply for asymmetric termination rates.  Under this 
dispensation, they are able to charge Vodacom and MTN up to 15% more to terminate calls on their 
network which again provides further room to lower prices in SA.  We believe that termination rates 
need to reduce further to at least 20c per minute as this is the current termination rate to Telkom and 
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would place SA closer to international benchmarks.  Nonetheless, this has created the basis for   
significant price competition in South Africa as evidenced by Cell C and 8ta’s price leadership.   
 
Furthermore, we believe that data services do not have an implicit network effect as it does not rely on 
a 2-way communication between subscribers who could be on the same network.  We believe that it 
will therefore be easier to compete on price and win share in the mobile data space due to the lack of a 
network effect.   

Economies of Scale 

Being the biggest network operators in the market also enables scale advantages for MTN and 
Vodacom.  Rolling out a mobile network is a highly capital intensive affair.  Furthermore, a network 
operator also incurs substantial fixed costs for its call center, sales, prepaid platform, license, billing 
and promotional activities.  The incremental cost per user or mobile minute will be substantially lower 
for MTN and Vodacom as their subscriber bases are more than 3 times larger than Cell C.  As an 
indicator of this effect, we note that 8ta’s SGA expense of R2.5 Bn. is not covered by its mobile revenue 
of R1.2 Bn. in FY12. Cell C was only able to achieve an operating profit in 2008 (7 years after inception) 
and was not yet profitable at the bottom line as at Sep, 2011.  Scale effects also improve bargaining 
power when purchasing mobile handsets from key suppliers, which can be passed onto consumers. 

Brand Strength 

Scale effects also allow MTN and Vodacom to re-invest considerably in building formidable brands.  
Both operators have been rated as having the most valuable brands in South Africa (see Table 2 
below).  A new entrant needs to invest considerably to build some level of brand awareness and trust 
relative to these iconic brands. 

Table 2 – Top 10 Brands in SA and Estimated Brand Value 

South Africa’s Most Valuable Brands-2012 Brand Value (R Bn) 

MTN 43.3 

Vodacom 18.7 

Standard Bank 18.0 

ABSA 14.9 

Sasol 9.2 

Nedbank 9.1 

First National Bank 9.0 

Shoprite 8.9 

Investec 8.8 

Netcare 7.0 

              Source: Brand Finance South Africa 50 
 
 
In addition, the biggest operators also possess the ‘deepest pockets’ in terms of marketing spend.  We 
refer to Nielsen ad spend estimates to gain some appreciation of the level of above-the-line ad spend 
within the industry.  The numbers shown in Figure 4 do not necessarily reflect the exact amount of 
spend on channels such as radio, television and print as they do not take discounting into 
consideration.  The spend data demonstrates how Cell C needs to spend a disproportionate 
percentage of its revenue on ad spend compared to MTN and Vodacom.  It has about half the 
advertising budget of its larger peers while generating revenue of approx. R10 Bn compared to MTN 
SA’s R39 Bn and Vodacom SA’s R57 Bn.  The amount of spend required to generate awareness can 
significantly affect the profitability of smaller operators. 
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Figure 4 – Ad Spend estimates for mobile operators before discounting 

 
                                                                  Source: Nielsen, Avior Research 

Other Barriers to Entry 

Beyond economies of scale and brand strength, further barriers to entry exist in terms of the sheer 
capital required to roll out a network in South Africa.  We estimate that Vodacom has spent 
substantially more than R20 billion on network capital expenditure since inception.  As a result, smaller 
operators have no choice but to roam on the network of bigger operators due to the prohibitive cost of 
rolling out their own network, thereby increasing operational costs.   

Information Asymmetry within a Duopoly 

The industry structure mentioned above creates excellent conditions for MTN and Vodacom to earn 
returns well above their cost of capital.  Vodacom Group’s current ROE is 59.5% and MTN Group’s ROE 
is 25.8%.  We posit that the local industry behaves effectively as a duopoly.  Within such an industry 
structure, the logical behavior of incumbents is to minimize price-based competition in order to 
prevent value destruction in the industry.  Larger players have achieved this through protecting 
information asymmetry in the market.  The asymmetry is achieved through opaque tariff structures, 
which make it extremely difficult for the consumer to make comparisons.  In fact, the consumer’s 
decision is usually on the basis of the handset offering or promotional discounts / free minutes.  We 
explain this further in the next section. 
 

Mobile Voice Tariffs in SA 
 
The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) recently indicated in a media 
statement on 17 October, 2012 that the price of prepaid mobile to consumers has dropped 24% from 
R1.37 to R1.04 per minute over the past 2 years.  The trend in the effective prepaid tariff based on data 
collected by ICASA is shown in Table 3 below.  This is attributed to the legislated reductions in call 
termination rates which were introduced by ICASA in March, 2010.   

Table 3 – Effective tariff for prepaid voice calls in SA 

 Jun-10 Dec-10 Jun-11 Dec-11 Jun-12 

Total Prepaid Revenue (Rand Mil) 12,712 14,399 13,987 15,371 15,047 

Total Prepaid Minutes (Mil) 10,572 14,100 14,252 16,935 16,458 

Effective Tariff (Rand) 1.20 1.02 0.98 0.91 0.91 

Effective Tariff (Rand incl. VAT) 1.37 1.16 1.12 1.03 1.04 

Note: Includes effect of free minutes and bonus airtime 
Source: ICASA, based on MTN, Cell C and Vodacom data 
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We tried to estimate the effective tariff across both postpaid and prepaid for MTN and Vodacom using 
reported financial data.  Due to the complex tariff structures in SA from bundling with handsets, free 
minutes, etc. the best way to understand effective tariffs was to estimate the voice revenue per minute 
as a proxy for the effective tariff in SA.  In order to compare tariffs with international operators, we 
randomly selected 72 global regional operators where sufficient reported information was available to 
compute the average voice revenue per minute.  The operators were selected from 49 different 
countries. Results are shown in Figure 4 below. 

Figure 4 – Effective tariff for global mobile operators (MTN and Vodacom shown in red) 
 

 
* Based on H1 2012 results 
** Based on Q1 2012 results 
*** Based on Q4 2011 results 
Source: First Avenue analysis, Operator financial reports, Oanda.com 

 
As shown above, South Africa’s tariffs are still firmly amongst the most expensive in the world.  This 
again confirms our view that larger operators have been able to extract above-average rents given the 
structure of industry.  As shown in Figure 5 below, MTN’s reduction in tariffs do not fully match the 
reduction in termination rate within SA since 2010.  Vodacom (Figure 6) appears to better match the 
decline possibly because it started from a higher base in 2005.  If the full benefit of the decline is not 
passed onto the consumer, the effect will be retention of margin for incumbent operators. 
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Figure 5 – Effective tariff progression for MTN SA versus termination rate 

 
                   Source: First Avenue analysis, Operator financial reports 

Figure 6 – Effective tariff progression for Vodacom SA versus termination rate 

 
                               Source: First Avenue analysis, Operator financial reports 
 
MTN’s average price is R1.08 per minute, whereas Vodacom’s price is R1.10 per minute.  Cell C has 
offered 99c per minute pricing since May, 2012 and we would expect their average price to be close to 
99c per minute.  Furthermore, in Vodacom’s recent interim result, revenue per minute was reported to 
be 5% lower with prepaid RPM approximately 30% lower.  Why then have we not yet seen clear 
evidence of a massive migration of customers to Cell C?   
 
The answer lies in the information asymmetry effect that we observe within South African voice 
offerings through the complex tariff structures.  In order to demonstrate this point, we performed a 
review of all the tariffs offered in market.  We note that it is near impossible to compare tariffs in the 
market.  One has to take into consideration more than 10 factors when comparing one package versus 
another.  These include: 

 Tariff for peak calls on same network 

 Tariff for peak calls to different network 

 Tariff for off-peak calls on same network 

 Tariff for off-peak calls to different network 

 Tariff for off-peak calls to international network 

 SMS and MMS rate during peak hours 

 SMS and MMS rate during off-peak hours 

 Free SMS’s included in package or earned with usage 

 Free airtime with recharges 

 Free weekend or weekday minutes 
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 Discounts possible based on level of congestion on network (MTN Zone) 

If you are a postpaid subscriber, this becomes even more complex as you need to consider the 
following: 

 Monthly contract price (not always reported separated from package) 

 Handset price (not always reported separated from package) 

 Airtime (anytime or weekend) or Rand amount bundled with contract and tariff for bundled 

minutes 

 Inclusive data and SMS’s 

 Out-of-bundle data cost per Mb 

 Other promotion-related fees (e.g., connection fee) 

 Availability and price of SMS and data bundles 

 Contract lock-in period 

The complexity of these packages together with continuous marketing / promotional hype results in an 
“I’ll take your word for it” mind set at the point of purchase.  This is the reason why most subscribers, 
unaware of embedded tariffs, purchase a contract by looking for the cheapest monthly price for their 
desired make of handset.  For prepaid, the decision is highly influenced by the latest promotion with 
many consumers maintaining multiple SIMS in order to toggle  between networks in search of 
promotional pricing.  Prepaid churn is currently as high as 40%+ p.a. 
 
Tariffs differ widely across contracts.  For example, we observe peak, on-net call rates that ranged 
from 99c to R2.85.  Certain MTN contracts are further complicated by having three different tariff time 
zones (Peak, Standard and Off-Peak time).  Cell C’s 99c packages are by far the most simple in the 
market as they offer a single rate for calls and SMS’s regardless of whether they are peak, off-peak, on-
net, off-net, in-bundle or out-of-bundle.   
 
The fine print within promotions both adds to complexity and makes usage cumbersome.  To 
illustrate, Vodacom recently launched the ‘Double Your Summer’ promotion, touting a doubling of 
airtime, SMS and MMS’s purchased for recharge amounts of R29 or more.  However, many conditions 
are attached to such a promotion.  Free airtime is only for Vodacom-to-Vodacom calls and is only valid 
until midnight the following day.  In addition, subscribers have to go through a number of manual 
steps to activate the promotion in order to receive any of the promised benefits.  
 
Most surprisingly, we note that the price of a local call is currently more expensive than that of an 
international call to destination such as the UK or USA.  Cell C offers these international calls at a rate 
of 85c per minute and Vodacom at 89c per minute.  Local call tariffs range from 99c per minute to 
R3.50 per minute.  Surely, the cost of a call to another continent should not be less than a call to a 
network in the same country.  This presents room for further price cuts on local calls. 
 
We believe that lower prices and transparency are inevitable in the South African market.  The 
consumer will eventually gravitate towards the cheapest package in the market and when this 
happens there will be more pressure on the larger operators to match prices and become more 
transparent.  Logically, incumbents are delaying tariff reductions as much as possible and obfuscating 
value provided.  They will only need to cut tariffs if a sizable enough share of their base moves to a 
smaller network.   
 
The risk to our anticipation is that Cell C and 8ta run out of money to combat MTN and Vodacom’s 
brand building campaigns.  One very radical regulatory exercise that could immediately force all 
players to compete on (i) price and (ii) customer service would be the introduction of “plain packaging” 
of mobile voice products.  Thus, marketing and advertising spend would represent a cost saving 
consumers could enjoy in the form of lower prices. 
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Mobile Data Tariffs in SA  
 
As with voice, we note that smaller operators have introduced aggressive price reductions for mobile 
data in 2011 and 2012 that substantially under-cut incumbents.  However, with data, the response of 
larger players has been to mostly match or better the new pricing / offers.  We think this is largely 
because there is less room for opaque pricing in data.  It is easier to compare data product offerings as 
there are primarily 2 key tariffs to consider: an in-bundle and out-of-bundle rate. Conveniently, there is 
a fixed price for a fixed number of Mgs which may or may not be bundled with a dongle.  Essentially, 
the lack of a strong network effect in data helps eliminate the complexity of on-net and off-net tariff 
structures used in voice.   
 
To give some appreciation of the level of price reduction in SA, we show below in Table 3 a few 
examples of the current price of contract promotions versus standard pricing.  As shown, current 
promotions introduce as much as a 60% price drop from the standard price.  We find that there have 
been many occasions where a significant cut in price by Cell C and 8ta is matched by MTN and 
Vodacom.   Also, we find that Telkom Mobile and Neotel have also entered the mobile data space, 
which increases the intensity of competition in the data market segment.  Browsing through packages 
in South Africa, we find prices that range from R0.02 per Mb to R1.00 per Mb of data.   

Table 3 – Data contract pricing as at 8 Nov, 2012 

Package Standard 
Monthly Fee 

Promotional 
Fee 

% Discount 

Cell C Smartdata 500 Mg R109 R45 59% 

Cell C Smartdata 2 Gb R310 R99 68% 

Cell C Smartdata 24 Gb R2,999 R1,299 57% 

8ta 10Gb R1,200 R199 83% 

MTN 500 Mb R189 R69 63% 

MTN 1Gb R289 R99 66% 

Vodacom MyGig 1Gb R249 R89 64% 

Vodacom MyGig 2Gb R349 R139 60% 

Vodacom MyGig 5Gb R789 R389 51% 

Vodacom MyGig 10Gb R1,449 R689 52% 

                     Source: Company Websites 
 
Mobile broadband is where the SA consumer is directly experiencing the benefits of a price war.  Alan 
Knott-Craig has indicated that the cost of data is estimated to be well below 10c / Mb.  Most of the 
promotional deals offer pricing that ranges from 8c/Mb to 20c/Mb which still presents a reasonable 
profit margin given the cost of data.  We believe that the lack of a network effect has made data more 
vulnerable to price competition than voice and this is why the price war has started in data much 
earlier than voice. 

Investment Case 
 
The above analysis has demonstrated that MTN and Vodacom have the best position within an 
industry structure that has allowed them to earn above average margins for many years.  As shown in 
Figure 7 below, the drop in termination rates since 2010 and recent price competition has not yet 
resulted in any significant decline in profitability (EBITDA Margin).  In fact, Vodacom’s EBITDA Margin 
increased further to 37.9% in the recent half-year results.  We are not certain how much of this is due to 
elasticity of consumer demand as it is difficult to understand this effect for existing customers from 
reported results.   
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Figure 7 – Revenue and EBITDA Margins of MTN SA and Vodacom SA 
 

 
                                                  Source: MTN and Vodacom Financial Reports.  HY=Half Year Results.  FY=Full Year Results 

 

 

Figure 8 – Mobile spending as a percentage of GDP – Q411 
 

 
 
Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch Global Wireless Matrix, 1Q12 
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Information asymmetry is a key lever used by MTN and Vodacom to withstand very aggressive price 
cuts by the competition.  However, we believe that the ‘smoke and mirrors’ from complexity and 
promotional activity can only delay the inevitable price war scenario which we have observed in many 
other mature markets.  It is our view that it is only a matter of time before the consumer navigates 
towards the lowest cost package in market.  For postpaid consumers, this can only be after existing 24-
month contracts expire.  Within mobile data, we are already seeing the price war as the level of 
information asymmetry is nonexistent.  Already we see tariff cuts as high as 60% for 2012 and this is 
bound to affect margins over time.  A point will be reached where volume growth in network traffic / 
data volumes is insufficient to protect operators against lower prices. 
 
We are of the view that this is ‘as good as it gets’ for the South African operations of both MTN and 
Vodacom.  In the medium term, we should see lower profitability as margins compress in both voice 
and data.  Certain services such as SMS will be cannibalized significantly by data over time.  There is 
also the potential emergence of voice-over-IP services as the cost of data steadily declines.  This will 
compete directly with traditional voice, but with a lower margin. 
 
We note that, relative to GDP, South Africa spends significantly more on telecommunication than 
other countries (see Figure 8 above).   Competitive and mature mobile markets such as Germany, USA 
and Denmark lie firmly towards the right hand side of the chart.  We believe that as price competition 
intensifies in South Africa and termination rates decline closer towards international benchmarks, 
South Africa’s position on this chart will normalize towards the middle--closer to more competitive 
markets.   
 
 Our view is thus of heightened uncertainty around Vodacom and MTN’s future profitability.  Most 
importantly, we are concerned that current share prices are far from reflecting the concerns we have 
highlighted in the document.  Given the prudence of “selling when you can, not when you have to”, we 
are invariably early in our action and advice. 
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DISCLAIMER 
 
 
The content of this report and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be based on any 
analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as defined in the 
Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the appropriateness of 
any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the appropriate legal, tax, 
investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment strategy that would suit the risk 
profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider whether any recommendation is 
appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs. 
 
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good faith. 
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